The European Investment Bank supports new infrastructures at "Athena" Research Center (RC).

"The new facilities and the upgrading of the existing in Athens, Patras and Xanthi, thanks to the loan agreement signed today, will give a particularly important boost at "Athena" RC, since they will allow our researchers to work without impediments, using advanced equipment, in 5 modern green facilities."

Each year the Conference of the Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (COP27) will be financed for the implementation of its pilot program "Intelligent Automatic Sign Language Synthesis," a project led by "Athena" Research Center."

"The team of the project FRESQO, which stands for "Flexible Real-time End-to-End Sign-Quality," is based at "Athena" Research Center."

"Agiatis Benardou has been appointed by the Hellenic Parliament, in the General Assembly as Director for the Digital Humanities, DARIAH."